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Abstract

Language revitalisation should not be understood as a direct outcome of language documentation, which is mainly focused on the creation of language repositories. Natural language processing (NLP) offers the potential to complement and exploit these repositories through the development of language technologies that may directly impact the vitality status of endangered languages. In this paper, we discuss the current state of the interaction between language documentation and computational linguistics, present a diagnosis of how the outputs of recent documentation projects for endangered languages are underutilised for the NLP community, and discuss how the situation could change from both the documentary linguistics and NLP perspectives. All this is introduced as a bridging paradigm called Computational Language Documentation and Development (CLD²). CLD² calls for (1) the inclusion of NLP-friendly annotated data as a deliverable of future language documentation projects; and (2) the exploitation of language documentation databases by the NLP community to promote the computerization of endangered languages at a global scale.

1 Introduction

There are around 6,500 mutually unintelligible languages in the world (Hammarström et al., 2018). However, several minority languages are in danger of being lost forever without leaving systematic records. In response to this, in the last decades Documentary Linguistics has become a major and vibrant field in Linguistics, which attempts to produce permanent records of the linguistic and cultural practices of the most threatened speech communities ((Himmelmann, 2012; Austin, 2010; Woodbury, 2011), among many others).

The outcomes of documenting a language in the frame of contemporary Documentary Linguistics often comprise a large amount of transcribed, translated and parsed data, supported in audio and video.

These data are often allocated in international language archives, from which scholars and members of speech communities could access them. Although field linguists often incorporate revitalisation components in their documentation projects, language documentation and language revitalisation are not equivalent in terms of their frames, methods and outcomes. Language revitalisation may surely take advantage of the records produced in language documentation projects, but creating a language repository alone cannot revert language endangerment or decay.

The concern about language endangerment has also reached contemporary approaches to Computational Linguistics, and in the last years, the “computerisation” of minority languages has become a growing field in NLP research (Berment, 2002). NLP developments’ potential for revitalising endangered languages is high, but there is still moderate interaction between Documentary Linguistics and NLP research for language revitalisation.

In this paper, we reflect on the necessary interactions between Documentary Linguistics and NLP...
by introducing a paradigm that assumes language documentation and NLP developments as integral parts of a global response to language endangerment: Computational language Documentation and Development (CLD²).

2 Language documentation and language revitalisation

Language documentation (or documentary linguistics) emerged at the end of the last century as a research program whose primary motivation lies in the concern about the accelerating loss of language diversity in the world. As a response, language documentation aims to create permanent records of the linguistic and cultural practices of the most threatened speech communities (Himmelmann, 1998; Austin, 2010; Woodbury, 2011). These records are framed as databases, ideally including several hours of audio and video recordings of monologue and dialogue texts belonging to various genres and topics (e.g. traditional tales and myths, verbal art, jokes, historical facts, life stories, cultural knowledge, among others). A good portion of these recordings is transcribed, translated and parsed. Each transcribed sentence is expected to be time-aligned and to include an orthographic or IPA representation, a morphemic parse, glossing, information about parts of speech and a free translation.

Producing such linguistic databases is a long-term and time-consuming task that may take several years and requires considerable funding. The expectation is that these linguistic databases, conceptualised as multipurpose repositories allocated in international archives, will be preserved for posterity and thus will support community-based revitalisation projects in the future. Although it is true that language documentation projects very often incorporate revitalisation components, they are inevitably marginal since the documentation itself is the main focus of documentary linguistics. Therefore, the contribution of language documentation to language revitalisation is potentially significant but mainly indirect: the linguistic repositories produced in the frame of language documentation projects can indeed contribute to future revitalisation projects, but crafting and archiving a repository will not necessarily have a positive impact on the vitality status of an endangered language.

3 Language documentation and computational linguistics

Most interactions between computational linguistics and documentary linguistics relate to the release of software tools for language documentation, processing and archiving (van Esch et al., 2019; Anastasopoulos et al., 2020). Computational linguists and computer scientists have developed advanced software tools to assist field linguists in the various processes of contemporary language documentation, making them less time-consuming, more efficient and more systematic. These tools have been crucial for the exponential growth of language documentation on a global scale.

Contemporary language documentation implies a large amount of technical sophistication for managing, annotating, processing and archiving last- and large repositories (Himmelmann, 2006; Austin, 2006; Woodbury, 2003, among many others). This could not be achieved without the contribution of computer scientists (particularly software developers). In the last decades, we have witnessed the release of specialised software tools nowadays customary for language documentation, speech analysis and linguistic fieldwork. Field linguist’s Toolbox (before “Shoebox”) (Summer Institute of Linguistics, 2021a) and more recently Fieldworks (FLex) (Summer Institute of Linguistics, 2021b) are data management and analysis tools for field linguists developed by the Summer Institute of Linguistics, which are used in language documentation and taught in linguistics schools worldwide. Toolbox and Flex allow to create dictionaries, which can be used for morphosyntactic parsing and annotation of transcribed texts. Transcription is often conducted in a different and nowadays very popular software called ELAN (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, 2021), developed by the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. ELAN allows to visualise and play audio and video files in order to create time-aligned transcriptions and translations. ELAN can also be used for morphological parsing, but most linguists prefer to conduct such tasks in Toolbox or FLex since ELAN transcriptions can be easily exported into these programs. In Toolbox or FLex, each sentence in an ELAN file (containing a transcription and a free translation) can receive morphemic parsing, morpheme-by-morpheme glossing and parts of speech tags, among any other relevant information in the frame of a specific project. The resulting
Toolbox/Flex files are text files that can be opened back in ELAN, in PRAAT (a phonetics analyser) (Boersma and Weenink, 2001), or to be processed in Python or any other programming language as plain texts. This is shown in Figure 2.

In sum, there have been several attempts from the computational side trying to create or incorporate intelligent components in language documentation tools and procedures (Good et al., 2014; Arppe et al., 2017, 2019; van Esch et al., 2019; Anastasopoulos et al., 2020). We find a one-direction application (computation into language documentation), but there are still few developments in the other direction (language documentation into computation). One of our takes in this paper is that language documentation can significantly contribute to computational linguistics by providing data and insights to develop NLP tools for endangered languages.

4 NLP has not really met endangered language documentation

As mentioned before, NLP has mainly focused on aiding the language documentation pipeline. However, has NLP taken advantage of the outputs of the documentation projects, especially for endangered languages?

4.1 Data

To address that question, we looked into the central repository of NLP publications: the ACL Anthology1, the language inventory of massive multilingual datasets in NLP research (UniMorph (McCarthy et al., 2020), Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2020), Tatoeba (Tiedemann, 2020))2, and the central database of language documentation projects for endangered languages: The Endangered Languages Archive, or ELAR3, which is supported by the Endangered Languages Documentation Programme or ELDP4.

Besides, we work with the list of languages from Glottolog 4.4 (Hammarström et al., 2021), which is an extended inventory of living and extinct languages, including metadata such as geographical location and other properties. Moreover, we use the Agglomerated Endangerment Status (AES) classification proposed by Seifart et al. (2018) to distinguish the vitality status of the language inventory. The classes are, from more to less vital: not endangered, shifting, threatened, moribund, nearly endangered.

1https://aclanthology.org/
2We chose these datasets as they are the most diverse collections according to their language inventory.
3https://www.elanarchive.org/
4https://www.eldp.net/
extinct and extinct\textsuperscript{5}.

4.2 Processing

With the language inventory and their vitality status, we first identified all the publications in the ACL Anthology (both conference and workshop proceedings) whose title or abstract explicitly includes the name of a language\textsuperscript{6}. We manually clean false positives, such as concise language names (less than five characters) that can be confused with English words or acronyms.

A similar procedure is done with the ELAR database: all the projects are extracted, the language names are matched with the Glottolog inventory, and we manually curated potential false positives. From all the 570 projects published in the ELAR database, we identified 307 language names matching with the Glottolog database. With this, we obtained geographical information for 286 languages.

The procedure is similar for the massively multilingual (MM) datasets (Unimorph, Universal Dependencies and Tatoeba), and the language identifiers (ISO code or name) are matched with the Glottolog database. Details of the considered languages are shown in Table 1.

4.3 Results

First, we look into how the NLP literature has considered endangered languages across time. Figure 1 shows that, in the current century, there is a considerable growth of publications related to languages with shifting or threatened status (from ten to a hundred papers annually), but a very shy increase of the moribund or nearly extinct languages (from zero to ten annually), which are the most endangered ones. Besides, this is highly contrasted by the continuous increment of NLP publications for not endangered languages (from hundreds to thousands annually).

Then, we observe the overlap of the language coverage between the ELAR database, the ACL Anthology and the language inventory of massive multilingual datasets above-mentioned. Figure 3 shows the cross-over in a map. The very low overlapping was expected: from the ELAR inventory (286), there are only 22 languages with at least one entry in the ACL Anthology (7.7%), and 12 languages included in at least one massive multilingual NLP dataset (4.2%). Moreover, the geolocalisation allows us to observe the potential of these under-utilised resources in terms of representation for NLP research. Geographical areas such as the Americas, Africa, South-East Asia or Australia are better covered by language documentation projects than NLP resources and studies. Regional initiatives, such as Masakhane for Africa (Nekoto et al., 2020), or AmericasNLP (Mager et al., 2021), must look towards these still unexplored resources for extending their language coverage.

4.4 Discussion

The NLP community is recently more aware of the importance of language diversity in their research (Bender, 2009, 2011). Typologically-diverse language data allows to discuss results more broadly and to identify potential flaws of the proposed methods in languages with typologically uncommon grammatical properties and categories (O’Horan et al., 2016; Ponti et al., 2019). Furthermore, it has been pointed out that minority languages are indeed expected to exhibit unusual typological trends and non-prototypical degrees of complexity (Trudgill, 2011, 2010). Therefore, accessing and processing databases of a wide sample of endangered languages data would be beneficial for the NLP agenda.

However, as we observed, this has not been a priority. Why? We argue that this is mainly because of the visibility, accessibility, and readability of the data (from the NLP perspective):

Visibility Language documentation archives are mostly known in the linguistic community. The NLP community should look for data beyond the usual repositories. Besides ELAR, other famous repositories are the Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin America (AILLA)\textsuperscript{7} from the University of Texas, and The Language Archive (TLA)\textsuperscript{8} from the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics.

Accessibility Most of the language documentation databases are open-source, but one often needs to become a registered user in order to access the materials allocated in the language archives. Furthermore, some linguists block fully public access

---

\textsuperscript{5}We do not consider the extinct languages in our analysis

\textsuperscript{6}We are aware that this was not an extended practice previously, but the Bender’s Rule (Bender, 2011) has remarked it recently. Moreover, if a work does not specify which language is working on, we can expect the target to be English or very well-known established multilingual datasets.

\textsuperscript{7}https://ailla.utexas.org/

\textsuperscript{8}https://archive.mpi.nl/tda/
to their records as a way to protect speech community’s rights.

**Readability** Although most language documentation outputs video, audio and text files (plain texts or interlinear glossed texts, known as IGT), they are not labelled or processed for immediate use for NLP developments. If we observe the example in Figure 2, we can quickly identify potential resources for morphological segmentation and analysis, part-of-speech tagging, and machine translation. However, IGT is partially standardised, as not all the annotations follow the same label schema.

In sum, NLP is not taking advantage of all the resources potentially available for different applications. Moreover, from the three previously explained factors, readability is the hardest to overcome. One of our takes in this paper is to push the NLP community to focus more on the parsing and processing of the already published data, which is unlikely to be modified, unfortunately. For instance, there should be paid more attention to IGT parsing research (Lewis and Xia, 2010; Round et al., 2020) or to the establishment of a more universally-readable IGT schema (Palmer and Erk, 2007). All this is complementary to the last point of Section 3, as we expect that, ideally, future deliverables of documentation projects could consider the annotation schema and resources that are more easily readable for NLP research.

## 5 CLD²: Computational Language Documentation and Development

Computational linguistics and language documentation share not only the assumption that technology plays an important role in the design and development of language-related projects, but also a crucial concern about language endangerment and loss. This concern is obvious from the perspective of language documentation, in the sense that it assumes itself as a response to language endangerment (Himmelmann, 2006, 5). A similar shift towards minority languages can be found in contemporary approaches to computational linguistics. Berment (2002) regrets that less than 1% of the world’s languages have been correctly “computerised”. That is, for Berment (2002), the fact that 99% of the world’s languages lack computational tools (NLP tools as spell-checking or machine translation) requires immediate attention. Since the seminal article by Krauss (1992), lan-
language endangerment and language dormancy is a major concern for both current language documentation and computational linguistics.

This paper takes the shared interest in linguistic diversity found in language documentation and computational linguistics further by proposing a paradigm that assumes an intense and multifaceted interaction between the two: Computational Language Documentation and Development (CLD³). CLD³ assumes, following (Berment, 2002), that “computerisation” should be understood as one main task in language documentation and, at the same time, proposes a basic protocol to carry out this task. This basic protocol is based on a straightforward idea according to which any documentation project, in addition to its customary outcomes (audio and video recordings, transcriptions, morphological parsing and glossing, and free translations), should include NLP-friendly annotated data as its deliverables:

1. A digital monolingual and parallel corpora, ideally taken from a specific domain or discourse that is relevant for the language speaker community;

2. A public representative set of sentences annotated in universal frameworks for morphology and syntax, such as Universal Morphology (McCarthy et al., 2020) and Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2020)¹¹, which are well-known in the NLP field; and

3. A communication describing the main characteristics of the released Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2020) treebank and Universal Morphology (McCarthy et al., 2020) dataset, so that NLPers can understand the particularities and challenges of the data.

We attempt then to draw documentary and computational linguists’ attention towards the potentialities of a more integral and systematic collaboration between them. On the one hand, field linguists may get involved in creating relevant products from the NLP perspective (e.g. preparing representative treebanks taking as a starting point their own data). On the other hand, NLPers can get involved in the development of processes and protocols that may contribute to the transformation of linguistic data of the traditional sort into formats that may support NLP developments.

According to Forcada (2006, 1), one feature for a language to be considered as a minor is the few to zero availability of machine-readable resources. There are features such as the number of speakers or literacy speakers that may support the definition of a minor language in a general overview, but we want to emphasise the computational perspective in Forcada’s statement. Dictionaries, translated text or annotated corpora, that are currently part of a standard language documentation process, are instances of machine-readable data. We consider that linguistic corpora are insufficient to disentangle the relationship between a language and its characterisation as a minor. We claim the need to develop more multiple resources to support a consistent revitalisation of the language. However, we do not mean that all language documentation processes should include a massive technology development by itself. The magnitude of such a project would be cost-prohibitive. Nevertheless, we have identified some elements that might be included in a documentation process that could drive a “computerisation” effect in the studied language.

We want to emphasise the development of multipurpose linguistic databases, specifically aiming at language technologies, whose implementation will not radically increment the amount of expected work for the linguist. Language technologies are purpose-specific programmes that try to address language-related tasks from spell- or grammar-checking to automatic machine translation. Based on such databases, NLPers and field linguists may work together to develop NLP toolkits for minority languages. An NLP Toolkit is a set of different tools made to computerise a language fully. We then take inspiration from the Basic Language Resource Kit (Krauwer, 2003) and also consider the current state-of-the-art methods in NLP, such as transfer learning. With transfer learning protocols, especially multilingual pretraining (Lauscher et al., 2020; Ebrahimi and Kann, 2021), CLD³ projects might automatise learning tasks by taking advantage of larger amounts of multilingual data and tools. A learning task in this context may refer to a specific NLP or functionality, such as a dependency

¹¹The identification of syntax dependencies and their annotation is not common in language documentation projects. However Croft et al. (2017) have argued that the UD scheme shares crucial principles with typological research. Indeed, research on linguistic typology may benefit from the development of an annotation scheme like UD and vice-versa.
parser, which has been trained to learn how to parse the syntax in a textual sentence. Finally, we list the main tools that such basic toolkits could have:

1. Morphological tools: such as morphological analysis, to determine the base form or lemma of an inflected word and its morphological features; morphological segmentation, to identify the canonical or surface morphemes (Mager et al., 2020); and morphological reinflection (Pimentel et al., 2021), which exploits Universal Morph data. Morphological knowledge is usually crafted in language documentation projects (see Figure 2), so these deliverables could be the most manageable.

2. Spell-checker: to detect and automatic correct of spelling errors. Dictionary-based spell-checkers can be easily retrieved from a documentation project with a lexicon as an output, whereas rule-based ones can be adapted from a finite-state morphological analyser. Data-driven spell-checking is also possible to develop from monolingual data only.

3. Syntactic parser: to analyse the relationships between the words and phrases that compose a text. A dependency syntax parser can be developed using UD annotated data, and is also benefited for transfer learning and pretraining approaches (Lauscher et al., 2020). Current language documentation projects do not usually focus on this kind of annotation, but we emphasise that it might be relevant for research not only on NLP but also in linguistic typology (Croft et al., 2017).

4. Part-of-Speech tagger and Named Entity Recognition: both tasks are sequence taggers, and are two of the tasks that have been benefited the most from multilingual pretraining, and few- or zero-shot learning (Lauscher et al., 2020; Ebrahimi and Kann, 2021). POS tagging could be easily adapted from the current glossing annotation, whereas NER annotation can be quickly extended or marked in the glosses.

Besides these tools, further developments that can be achieved for endangered languages, such as machine translation, are very appealing. However, we also need to point out that, despite the progress of the pretraining approaches and the use of few labelled examples, a translation system (or other kinds of NLP tools) should not be deployed with low-quality outputs, as it can mislead the user. Limitations of their usage should be assessed according to the annotated data used and the purpose of the systems.

6 Conclusion

CLD² calls for an enrichment of language documentation projects by means of incorporating components, outcomes and methods from NLP research, as a strategy to promote the computarisation and revitalisation of minority languages. This paper shows that most of the interactions between computational linguistics and language documentation are framed as software developments that facilitate the various processes involved in documenting a language. The potential contributions of language documentation and language repositories to NLP research are under-exploited and deserve urgent attention from the NLP community. At the same time field linguists may also incorporate into the outcomes of their projects, data crafted into paradigms that can be automatically used for NLP developments (Universal Dependencies and/or Universal Morphology, for instance).

This will benefit not only language documentation and computational linguistics scholars but also typologists and speech communities, as research in NLP has recently paid some attention to linguistic typology as a substantial source of linguistics knowledge to improve performance in different algorithms and technologies (O’Horan et al., 2016; Ponti et al., 2019). Indigenous communities, in turn, are highly enthusiastic about the computerisation of their languages as a political strategy that vindicates their languages and demonstrates that they are as valuable as major European languages. CLD² can significantly contribute to this aim by promoting productive exchanges among field linguists, NLP researchers and members of indigenous communities as part of multi-component projects that put language revitalisation at their core.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AES status</th>
<th>Tatoeba</th>
<th>Unimorph</th>
<th>UD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>not endangered</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threatened</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shifting</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moribund</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearly extinct</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extinct</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Agglomerated Endangerment Status (AES) (Seifart et al., 2018) statistics for MM databases (Tatoeba, Unimorph and Universal Dependencies).